Seize and Desist suppression of Truth and Principled law

Dear Commissioners,

We communicate our disapproval and disappointment with autocracy and censorship.

In previous correspondence, we have shown that systems of arbitrary law are antithetical to human rights law and the Constitution. We have shown that the US system of justice, being such a system, does no better in securing fundamental rights, and we have provided solutions to the increasing polarity that is tearing America and other countries apart.

However, you have hidden this information from the people. Rather than keep your word and publish our communication, commissioners have censored it from the website and presented a report which ignores obvious shortcomings and does not conform to reality.

This makes you accomplices to a cover up—and enemies of the Constitution.

We understand that the distance between theory and practice is controversial. Even so, in withholding communication you are concealing constitutional travesties and high crimes:

- **When it comes to the former**, you have received evidence that the US system of justice, for 50 years, has denied drug users’ inherent rights. Tens of millions remain victims of arbitrary persecution and continuing this cover up comes at great cost.

- **When it comes to the latter**, you have evidence of largescale government corruption and are protecting shady factions from exposure. As documented in Human Rising, there is evidence of a political and legal heist in America. The Iran Contra chapters alone present sufficient ammunition to take down these factions, and you have a responsibility to act.

These cabals of corruption have troubled American politics for decades. They are a significant reason why the US Constitution remains an object of arbitrary interpretation, and you can either serve the truth or present a lie.

There is no middle ground. You must choose between light and darkness, and by omitting drug policy from your report and suppressing our correspondence you assist unconsciousness in governing the status quo. You desert your duty to millions of unjustly persecuted, and you choose side with the corruption that devours constitutional values—values like autonomy,
equality, proportionality, and the liberty presumption. With this letter, you are held accountable, and we ask you to consider implications.

Constitutional responsibility

As mentioned, there is the same social dynamic at play in the United States today as Germany in the 1930s. Because the political system has failed for too long, an unconventional leader has entered the scene, and the US empire will continue its decline until first principles are restored as a basis for functioning.

There is no other way. As the founders knew, only an alert citizenry can overcome tyrannical tendencies, and Americans must choose between accepting responsibility or giving in to unconscious temptations. As in Germany, they must not let fear and scapegoating define their reasoning—and to the extent they do, the American dream will become a nightmare.

In this regard, the next few years will serve as a warning: Civil unrest will continue to grow until the system responds to apparent deficiencies. The President will side with law and order, but law and order has no basis in constitutional values. Hence, tyranny and violence will continue to escalate until the problems of drug policy and corrupt factions are dealt with.

It may seem daunting, but they will be. The current crisis, after all, is a sign that the spirit of Freedom is knocking. It is a sign that humanity needs to respond, and things will only get worse until the citizenry overcomes tyrannical tendencies—individually and collectively.

Again, there is no other way. As in Germany, therefore, things are about to get get ugly, but polarity can only go so far. Thus, it is only a matter of time until a balancing occurs and the distance between theory and practice is recognized. This will be the dawn of a new day for Americans and you shall know the weight of constitutional responsibility.

It is upon your shoulders.

Perhaps, you have already alerted responsible parties to the content of our communication. Perhaps, reasons of national security have been cited and you keep silent not to compromise ongoing investigations. This is acceptable. In any event, you have a direct responsibility to the American people and the Constitution not to assist in another cover up. You also have a responsibility to the world in terms of human rights, and do not want to be on the wrong side of history.

Now that the report is finished, therefore, we ask commissioners to move on to this topic with immediate speed. There is still time, and we thank you for your commitment to restoring the American project.

Yours sincerely

Roar Mikalsen
President of AROD
The Alliance for Rights-oriented Drug Policies